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November 29, 1967

Draft Boards Reclassify
After Hershey's Letter
By

BILL BERTIER

"I just do my job. If General Hershey says this is the way it's done, then this
is the way we proceed.'Xead Clerk of Local Draft Board No. 9 in New Haven,
Miss Benson, had this to say about Lieutenant General Lewis B. Hershey's recent
directives concerning those "misguided registrants" who physically interfere with
the d r d t .
Reopen C M c a t i o n

duty in the military or naval

bers dated October 26, General
Hershey explained that, "a b
cal draft board upon receipt of
this information (relating to
physical interference with the
draft), may reopen the dassification of the registrant, classify him anew, rwld if evidenee
of violation of the act and reguatio
e t a i , a
to
declare the registrant to be a
delinquent and to process h i
accorCtig1y."

as being in support of the national interest," he said.
Delinquents am placed a t the
top of the draft priority list but
federal awornies would be
allowed to Proseate such offEmders
they are given
Continued MI Page 10

In a letter &&eg~;ed to all forces could not by any stretch
Selective Service Systl;m m- of the imagination be construed

Cen-

for seats were received
day-hops Patriek Henry,
y Reinhard and Gil ThornFrom the Class of '70, petiwere received from RubPatrick Moran, Thomas Mullaney, John Murphy, and Edward TpW:inski to fill two vacant positions for on Campus
Continued on P a p 9

shey n a tha.t s-ent
defermenh were #given only when
they serve the nationad hthre ; ~ ~ . "By
the same Ma, he
said, anyone who violatea the
Selective Service Act or any
of its regulations or operations
should be denied 8 deferment
in the national htemt.

-

ActivftS

"It follows that Wegal activity which interferes with recruiting or causes refusal of

They Said It OouldnT Be Done

...

James Magenheimer, Gov't Treasurer, announces to the l e w
latune that 85% of the students have paid the Activities F*,
and that 91,050 of a. $1,700 t r e m r y allotment has been oven
to various clubs.

91% Majority In Legislator's Poll

Vote Overwhelming for

Change in Dress Rules
By

mucE

A bill recommending that the
formal dress regulations for the
student cafeteria be changed
to informal was passed ahnost
u n a n i m o ~ l-~ 35 in favor of
the Bill, none in opposition and
3 @btentiom by off-cmpus
students - at the last meeting
of the Student Legislature.
From there the bill, if epproved by Government President lMichaelBocchini, will be
to the Campus Cerlter Rules Commieee for con-

si&ratim. Comprising *e
mittee are Tom Colqeci, chairman, Emil Canrming,Bud Chase,

t&e

the change Of the ruLs*
IKariani
“IIIere is a
10 to 1 majority of the student body desiring a change in
the regulations", and "the
quality of the food doesn't necessitate the wearing of a tie
and jacket." When questioned
concerning the administration's
reasons for the dress regulations, he maintained that the
administration felt a coat and
tie. impressed the 'wit-."

Kevin Cosg1-8,
Bob Dugay,
Bill Hemphling, Kevin Hilliard
and Charlie Viviano.
bill
P p w by re.
presentative A1 M a & d '70 who
stated that in s recently amduct& p a C O X I O C ) ~ ~the
~ ~ ~
change in dress r e ~ ~ s
91% of the $70 studenb latarviewed wew, in favor of t3m
bill. 610 were in favor, MI q ~ -

meed, with

fL sbstenthme.

Basketball

f

Preview

f

Centerfold

f

..

. AND THEY WERE RIGHT! The new dorm, scheduled
for completion tomorrow, has again been rescheduled for a
date "sometime a t the beginning of second semester." This
' '-*-rescheduling nmrks the third h a series of opening post+Gwmenta
-

-

f

i

The poll was then attacked
as being biased on the grounds
that it was conducted by members who supported the bill.
Mariani answered that it was
conducted mostly by volunteers
and every atempt was made to
produce an unbiased report.
Finally a Roll Call Vote was
t a k e n and representatives
Larry Czajkowski, Bdb Hvisch,
and Kevin Cosgriff, all offcampus, abstained, Speaking
with Mr. Czajkowski after the
passage of the bill, he stated
that, "Since I am not subject
to these particular rules, I
C O U0n ~P- ~ 9

Old Testament Topic
Of Tonight's Lecture

Student Majority
Explaining the reason for

1

Therefore the bill applied to
informal dress on Monday
through
when there are
very few visitors to impress.

,

q b Old Testnanent: Jewieh
Pempeathres, The New Word
m an old Book" will be the
topic of a !I%eology D e p r h e n t
sponsored lecture by Rabbi
Arthur Gilbert given tonight
a t 8 p.m. in Gonzaga Andibriurn. A national 1-r
i Jewlah-Christian dialogue, m i
Gilbert has been appoinW Assistant to the President of the
Jewish R e o o n s t r u o ~ tFanndatloa
The Foundation coordinates
various programs of 24 synagogues, relates the movement
in Judaism to contemporary
life, and -seeks to def%ne,

through its teaching, a legitimate role for all Jaewish institutions.
Fommrly Director of the
Anti-Defmfian League's Department of Religious Curriculum Rese&rch, Rabbi Gilbert
disthguished hfmself sn e pioneer in interreligious work. He
conducted s survey of JewlshChrisfian-Muslim relations in
Israel for tho Israel government and the World Pentscostal Convention meeting in
Jerusalem, He reported on the
Eicbmann trial for the Christicm presa Rabbi Gilbert repreCop&ued on Page 10

------
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Letters to the Editor
Walker Attacked
'ro

the Editor:
I'm writing with concern to the open
forum presented on the war in Vietnam
this last Thursday. I realize that I don't
know all there is to know about the
war; but I do know enough to express
my views as an American.
Mr. Walker does not classify himself
a s a pacifist but rathcr as a Vietnam
v2eran against the war. He believes in
pulling out of Vietnam provided an amncsty granting the people of South Vietnam just compensation for their losses
is given. Do you think this will ever
occur? Mr. Waker statec! that Thailand
wculd be able to withstand a Communist
insurrection without American manpower. Who's he kidding? Mr. Walker said
he wculd call himself T Patriot and yet
he says that our men dying in Vietnam
as well as the 25 billion dollars being
spent a year is not worth it. He says
South Vietnam in essence is not worth
it. If it is not worth the American lives
and money being spent to secure for a
comparatively backard people the chance
to set up a democratic state, then what
in hell's name is. All I can say is that
something is terribly amiss concerning
Americanism. Whether or not this lies
scieiy with Mr. Walker, the American
Society, or both, I really can't say.
Please don't misunderstand me. I'm not
a warmonger. I don't have a solution
to the problem; but I do know that
Americans can't pull out of Vietnam.
Bob Mals '71

Mature?
To the Editor:
After nearly a year snd a half in one
of the dormitory buildings where I have
my office, I cannot help but conclhde
that the inhabitants of the dormitories
are anything but mature responsible
young men. To support my charge permit me to cite only three examples of
irrational, childish behavior: 1) Outside
cf my office is a Philosophy bulletin
board on which one ordinarily would
find notices of lectures, fellowships and
assistantships, and graduate school in
formation. Yet without fail each week
the board is stripped clean. 2) Any female (preferably not aged) walking or
driving in the vicinity of these buildings
is subjected to cat cails, whistling, and
what have you, as young men ( ? ) all
but fall out of the windows in order to
shout a t them. 3) Hardly a week passes
without the Fire Dept. coming to the
campus in response to an alarm which
turns out to be a false alarm.
Many will say that these childish
p ~ a n k sare the work of a few so why
biame all the residents. I t is true that
the actual activity is the work of a
handful. However,, it js also true that
these pranks are witnessed andlor are
known by the other residents. Shouldn't
these observers act maturely and respcnsibly by taking scme action to stop
this irresponsible nonsense? I don't ask
that they turn in the culprits to an administrative official. Rather I ask that
they themselves put a stop to this unmanly unbecoming activity.
Until such time as I am convinced
that these youngsters are going to act
maturely, responsibly, and Christianly
I shail refrain from putting any notices
(which are for the benefit of the students) on the Philosophy bulletin board.
Sincerely,
Dr. Joseph G. Grassi

Participation Praised
To the Editor:
One of your reporters recently quoted
a high university official as saying that
parents and administrators must "learn
to react to student crises with gentleness in execution but not with aban-

donrnent of all principle; with firmness
but not anger; accepting the principle
of authority but recognizing the need
for participation by all." Look a t this
statement! I t is one of the most revolutionary ever to be made by any official
of a Jesuit college. The mind boggles
when one considers the practical implications of its application. First of all,
it is a bold cry for the complete restructuring of authority within the Jesuit
community. Now not only the rector and
the house consultors, but the entire
community, down to the lowliest scholastic, will have an active role in determining policy and debating community prablems with no one man having
final authority unchecked. For the lay
Board of Trustees i t means a promotion
from merely an advisory body to an
equal level of participation with the
Jesuit officers of the corporation. For
the faculty and students, both wider
extensions of the Jesuit community a s
stated by Ignatius, i t means active participation in all university decisions. Not
just an advisory or auxiliary role, but
a real participation in the exercise of
authority. Gone a t last is the schizoid
condition of a separate and unequal corporation and Board of Trustees; gone a t
last is an impotent faculty termed by
the Administration as its "staff;" gone
a t iast is the principle of "in loco parentis." Of course the nitty-gritties of
how and when this revolutionary document will be implemented have not yet
been outlined. But we applaud this bold
statement and this deeper insight into
the nature of authority. We hail it as
we did the decrees of Vatican I1 and as
others hailed Unam Sanetam.
Jubilantly,
Royal W. Rhodee

EDITOR'S NOWE: In order to give
formal recognition to those in the
University who have participated in
Bridgeport's School Volunteer Association, THE STAG is reprimfig W s
letter sent recently to Fr. McInnes.
Dear Father McInnes:
A certi'ficate of apprecpiation has been
awarded to Fairfield University from the
Schcol Volunteer Association, Bridgeport, Inc., because of your far-sighted
concern and support for the educational
needs of urban children.
During American Education Week,
the School Volunteer Association is recognizing through this certificate of appreciation the 57 businesses which have
provided 113 speakers, 32 tours and other services during the last three years.
The purpose has been to inform 8th
graders of some of the vocational oppzrtunities awaiting them upon compleCon of high school.
The professors in the Psychology Depa~tment and their graduate students
did some research studies which helped
us develop more meaningful programs
for these 8th graders, and we are most
g:nteful to them.
The School Volunteer Association, forrxcrly 'Y.O.U.R.S., is the successor to
Project Y.O.U. We are still an independent, non-profit group of volunteers solely de~endenton the community for our
support. We are beginning our fourth
year with 300 trained volunteers working with the Bridgeport Board of Educat on to provide creative, tutorial and informative experience~ to children in
s
elementary
24 of ~ r i d ~ e p b r t 'p!lblic
schools. We look forward to your continued support and participation.
Thank you for your commitment to
the education of Bridgeport's young
people. Yours is an investment in their
future as competent workers and responsible citizens.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lawrence F. H i e
Co-Chairman, School Volunteer Assoc.
More Letters on Page 9
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Homecoming Weekend-Financial Responsibility?
College Week.ends are not designed to be protit-making affairs.
That Homecoming Weekend lost
c:oney should be of little concern,
except to the Senior Class whose
treasury bears the burden and
wliose "Senior Week" may subsequently suffer.
What should be of concern is
t h a t while a class lost money, one
individual student made a sizeable profit by "investing" in the
Weekend.
The Homecoming Committee
has yet to make their financial
statements available. There was
also a n air of mystery concerning
the financing of the Weekend
when one of the chairmen was
interviewed. Despite this THE
STAG was able to ascertain t h a t
a student by a n agreement with
the H o m e c o m i n g Committee,
known to the office of Student
Services gave $1,250 in return f o r
a percentage of the receipts from
the Fifth Dimension Concert.
Later, without the knowledge of
Mr. Griffin, Director of Student
S e r v i c e s, this agreement was
changed so t h a t the student
would receive a guaranteed return of about $2,000 as the preferred creditor of the Weekend.
So, while the Senior Class lost
money this student "investor"
made a sizeable profit. THE
STAG does not begrudge anyone
from making a legitimate profit.
But why should the Committee
have made a financial arrangement t h a t was not in the best
interests of the majority - the
Senior Class.
The Homecoming Weekend was
in need of operating capital. This

was not available from the Stuclent Government. (Last year,
Student Government was able t o
grant a $3.00 subsidy per "package deal"). However, money
cculd have been obtained from
Lhe Administration st virtually no
interest rate, or from a bank or
other normal lending institution,
a t a much lower rate than the
student creditor was afforded.
We do not question the honesty
or integrity of those men who had.
to arrange the financ~ngof Home-2.
P
coming, but we deplore their lack
of responsibility. Furthermore, ?
the Senior Class has a right tok
know why such a n unusual I
method was used to obtain working capital, a method t h a t com-Lk
pounded the financial loss of the
Weekend and kept money from
their treasury.

i

I-,

6-

g:

r L&

This lack of financial acumen
on the part of t h e Homecoming
Committee should be a n example
to the Junior Class who will be
called upon to run two successive
weekends-Dogwood
and Homecoming, in Ii968. Perhaps Student
Government could appropriate
some sort of subsidy f o r these
Weekends. The beginning capital
llecessary to secure concert
tertainment f a r in advance can be
gotten by reasonable means. A t
any rate, such a n injustice where
one student profits while a whole
class suffers a n unnecessarily
greater loss should never again
be permitted.
We are confident t h a t students
are capable of running social
weekends, and one bad experience should not deter this confidence. I t should make us aware
of our responsibilities.
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Concept of Student Power.
Discussed at Tri-U Forum
B y JOHN BRENNAN
Tri-University administrators and student representatives discwed the benefib and responsibilities of student power at a recent Tri-U Forum sponsored by
Fairfield's Student Government. General opinions on student power and its application to each university in particular were offered to a sparse crowd of 75
students.

Mr. Ronald Bianchi, Fairfield's Director of Resident Students, advocated that "student
power should be real and come
from the student M y , " though
he questioned the concept of
true representation. "On any
campus you can never get a
majority of the students to
participate and agree on one
particular subject. A responsibie
studeat
i s one in

Love and

JJydle

-

befern

&

sEO

TRE STAG conducted an interview with Carl Wilson of the
Beach Bovs imrnedia&ly after
their concert and he- cheerfully remanded to all ow questions. When asked to explain
the signbllcance of the group's
latest album, "Smiley Smile,"
Carl answered: "How were we
to follow up 'Pet Sounds' [their
previous atburn) ? Use an 800
piece orchestra to back us up?
'Smiley Smile' is a cqllection
of sounds without any Qep
meaning. I t is a very personal
album and because of this there
is a lot about it that the average listener doesn't understand." He said that their next
album "Wild Honey," which
will be released this Friday.
was in the "'soul bag."

Develaping Style
"There wasn't any one dominant factor h oar change f r m
the surfing sound to our p r e ~
ent one
we changed our
music 8s we -&OF&"
he
noted.
As ~ P l who
e
at-ded
the
concert P*&&
noticed,
W ~ S ~N,
R longer b7.U'~ 6
the group and has been replaced on the tours by Bruce
Johnston, "the sixth Beach
Boy." Carl said that Brim
wm now primarily concerned
with writing, armanging and recording the Beach Boys'songs,
and that both Brian and Bruce
play and sing on the Beach
Boys' m o m s .

-

s

~ power
~ should
t
be the
bb-

Sacred Heart Student Council President Robert Pmudfoot
placcd student responsibility
a d ahdent power in the same
category. He attributed the

on their Eastern tour - they
were sold out in almost every
city they phyed

"great harmony" a t Sacred
Heart to the fact that they
were primarily a "commuter

layout" "A university is as
good as its faculty and no
better than its students."

--

Professionals on & off Stage
as anyone who had the ow
portunity to meet them a t
their mmert will te~tify,
Everyone who talked to them
was impressed by their masBurning and friendly off-stage
manner.

u

w&waYcommdcetfon
wed w e n t s
-trrc-

cert lor
lhey were
very pleased at the r@+panse
that they had received thue far

L d~~

Where bowlCaS be ~ b
tained;' evatlu&o~ secured, and
*don
forth-g."
emdud& Mr. B W b i .
fJonmpt Of Mscfpline
"The concept of discipline
must be done away with,"
k g a n FalMeld senior Ralph

THE STAG Inferviews Beach Boys
a r l said wt au fie
By PATRICK LONG
The Beach Boys are profu- music heard on the
Bqm'
sionals not only on-stage, they remrds is actually plwed by
are also professionals off-stage, the Beach Boys themselves.

college'' and do not have to
face many of the problems
other colleges experience." "At
SHU the administration and
student leaders are always
ready t o ctixws common problem."

HonT noted fi. Martin Herland, Diretor of Student Activities a t the University of
Bridgeport. Dwelling on the
positive and negative aspects
~f the topic he believed that it
was negative only "when students consider one side of the
problem or use it as a means for
political benefits." Student power is positive when it forces the
administration and student to
sit down and re-evaluate what
the phiiosophy of the university
1s and what it's gods are?'
Who Pa%?
"IJtndmW should b v e more
of a say in good educ11tfon, for
aren't we pafor it?99questtoned U.B.'s Student Council
Vice-President Steven Reinburg. He thought that today's
u n i v e r s i t y was "sacrificing
samething very imporhnt in its
quest for the largest physical

which information

crowd.

Kister. He declared that "students in freshman year should
be free from encroachment of
regular functions" and that
"rules should be clearly stated
and promulgated."
Mr. Kister felt that the academic regulation of limited cuts
is a "concept to force the student in his b t two years at
t h University to accept his
CO~legeeduca~0n."'"The moderrptor
Over S t ~ d m orgmt
r8~10-7 he
m
M the
"de fseto m r m p of THE
STAG a d an ~~n~
power over the fihdent Go-meat."
Dr. Alan Reineman of Sacred
Heart University stated that
the aim of student power was
"to improve the quality of the
intellectual experience that a
student has at the University."
He felt that Sacred Heart being
a new school "has bendtte:
from the experience of other
universitie~.~~
Great HaPasony

bVe
put on a trouble-free

con-

Ex-Lieutenant Opposes War-6
Not in our National Interest'
"If this admM&aon
mca"
htes the war to the degree
neiswary to achieve victory,

dissent will change to revolution." This, is the view Carl W.
wdl€tr, ax.-aat
in ths
%farin-,
erpmssed when he
spoke More an tsn&nm of
200 on the war fQ Vietnem.
Recently, many groups, folHis major reason for opposlowing the Beatles' footprin,ts, ing the war was that "it simply
have decided to stop making is not in our national intern&.'!
personal appearance tours and He gave a brief history of the
have concentrated solely on re- situation in Southeast Asia to
cording. According to Carl, support his contention. Mr.
"We don't tour if w e , don't Walker pointed out that in I954
want to. We tour less than the Eisenhower-DuIles a w n most groups and when we ao istration felt it unwise to aid
When Carl was asked how tour it is because we want to." the French in their colonial
the Beach Boys go about re- As to what kind of audience war in Indochina against the
cording a song with the intri- they preferred, Carl comment- nationalists headed by Ho Chi
cacy of "Good Vibrations" or ed that, "We dan't care athat Minh, on the basis that none
"Heroes and Villians" he re- much one way or the other. but of the other nations of the
sponded, "Brian writes the we always appreciate an audi- world were willing to help. At
songs and this usually doesnSt ence that sits back and listens this time, he noted, Senate
Majority Leader Lyndon Johntake him too long. Then we go to us, like they did tonight."
son
did not believe intervening
into the recording studio and
Carl said that among his farecord and re-record until we vorite pop groups were the necessary. "How come now?"
feel that the record is perfect. Beatles and the BufTalo Spring- he asked.
Blow in Prestige
which can be a long process. field, but that "there are so
The ex-Marine attributed it
In the case of 'Heroes and Vil- many excellent gmuw *th
lians.' we didn't feel that it things to say in the pop music partially to the military-indus
would have the mass appeal field today, that it is hard to trial complex, but he placed
most of the blame on LBJ and
so we canned it for awhile and single out individual groups."
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who
then decided to release it.
All the Beach Boys were "fear a blow in prestige and
Originally we didn't release it
because we didn't think that very apologetic about the cannot admit they are wrong
it would be the kind of song t~rhniealdifficulties that they they identify their own interthat people would hear on the experienced during the concert, ests with those of the nation."
radio and immediately pick and wished that they could Walker offered the idea that

-

the American people may not
be given a choice on what Sen- ,
ator Robert F. Kenneily d New
York has termed "the greatest
controversy since the Civil
War." He added that contmued
U.S. support of Ky and Diemtype regimes has prevented
much-needed reform in South
Vietnam, Thailand, and other
nations.
A member of Vietnam Vete m s Againat the W ~ F ,Mr.
Wdker off&~dhis own three
serious attempts a t withdrawal paint program whicfi would p x ~
would be a boon to this nation's sibly bring &out a U.S, withprestige.
drawal with honor: irst, a
e w e of admbistrratw (pwHe que~)thned
ruhplrristratbn on I t s conteation sibly Mdarthy or Rockefeller);
mssation of bombing;
that "CoaamuLt e ~ o n ~ 'secondly,
'
must t; cheeked, lying thsst and lastly, direct negotbtions
no democmy is ever ovcr- with the National Liberation
thrawn by Cdnununbt inmfrrec- Front. "The choieea are not
tion, pointhg to Bhlaiysia where cold victory or total capitnlathe Huks were defeated. Corn. tion."
Priwmstic Approaah
munists only wccwd, he afQueried as to what he meant
firmed, agahst non.representstive governments with which by honorable, he replied; "So i t
the people are 1.9sai3stied. Re doesn't look like you're getting
also noted that s£milsr to the kicked out. You can die for
U.S. position of 1984, none of honor, but if it's unwise, why
the large nations of the world bother!" His reply reflected his
felt threatened, including those pragmatic approach to the probin the area, such as Indla, lem, also exemplified in.his definition of morality: that which
ista tan, ma B
.
is in the best interests of soQrmtest Controversy
He termed the Vietnam war ciety. The ex-lieutenant said
"a national and international that if he had it to do over
disgrace preventing achieve- again he wouldn't burn his draft
ment of worthwhile goals," and card but rather try to avoid
felt it an incredible feature that
CO~t;inuiea on Page 10
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Perspectives President Criticizes Community
As a Cultural W a s t e l a n d

B y PETER H U R N
m

Baying that the local capnTwo weeks ago the Hwse of Representatives voted to &- munity is " w n g a cultural
crease funds for the War on Poverty by 460 million &liars. At m s t e ~ , "~ rwnli~m
.
C. MCfirst glance this apwars to be merely an economic measure,
called for a "local pilan
However, politics is a game of cunning a& c m p m i s e in which d action and subsidy of proactions seldom reflect motives. Keeping this in mind, a re+xgrim'' m that "local talent and
amination of the 8nancial reduction in the athinistmti0~'sAnti- 1ma1
a%piratians can
Poverty Program request will reveal that it was more khan m Bnd e
at the loca level
attempt to save money.
through
leademhip aad
For years Congress has been under hremendous pressure patranage.''
from planned parenthood organizatims to initiate same type of
The U a h r d r n
population control on a national ant3 internatioaal level. Simul- e k e mxw~tlyat thb
taneously our representatives in the nation1$ capital have been s h w by Waston eealptor StPnsubjected to coerdcn from the strong Catholic labby to refrain ley BbMeld whass work
from such action. This presents the congreamn !.with a -cult
-tb
b*OPmdilemma. In order to be re-elected, he must satiate the desires of m =both pressure groups, without alienating either of them. The cutCWm
back in the Offiee of k n o m i c Opportunity's funds is i s m e r e l y a
Father BBeImm, wko noted
continuation of a policy begun years ago as a 6ompmmise s01ution
to the problem presented by the conflicting interests d the religions and population control lobbies.
The compromise involved the two primary areas of c m c e n
to American family planners. The first was, naturally, the United
States. The second was the teeming masses d Asia, where poverty
was providing a breeding ground for America's perennial adversary - Communism.
The issuing of the Gulf of Tonkin resoluUon made psible
actions that would result in a solution to the population p b l e m
in M a . Most imgQ1-tantiy this Malthzlsian appmach to the dilemma would not only be acceptable to the American Catholic clergy
(who are unable to support contraception because it is evil), but
it actually would be endomed by Cardinal Spellman.
As America b e r e a d its involvement in Wetnrun, the $ob of
Asion eenstu takers became easier and easier. Hmyever, American
battle & a a s were having a negIigBble effect on domestic demographic growth. Pressure was growing for Congress to help end
the population explosion at home. So it not only b e m e necessary
to introduce more American troops into Southeast Asia, but it
was decided to arm them with the easIl? jammed and highly undependable M-16.These actions W y m~ultedIn enough casualties so as to create a serious dent in the number of available
bachelors and thus to eliminate large increases in the number af
new American families.
However, military means af cantra1tina; the birth rate arr?
only temporary. They are effective only as long as we are a t war.
Any sudden return of troom will m l t in a baby hoom similar
to that experienced after World War E.Such
ion tProvld be
undesirable particularly since it woula effect our already overcrowded cities.

Faad

d&

a

talre&bmed

''&'hI?bh~," Univ&@'

oi BpILpp-

Student Government ledera
aI%nmced tilts fall &at they
would enmurage dormitories,
fraternities, ' a d sororities to
serve alcoholic beverages a t
so&
fuilctions on Nw. 3, the
night before H o m e g ,
P
Wilson
H. i E l k b c 8 went MI C l d - W t
m 6a say tlw the
Mas .
t
l
l
wtb

human @it.
@my,"'he atl&d, "am cultural
programs which recognize tke
e x a l t a t h of the human spirit."
He asserted that local &rtistic effort "b being drowned
out by the competition Ot n a a
tional professimllm luld personalities, and it is being
strangled by poor local mannt a d lack of support."

~ ~ t h a t i h s

Loan Notice

Joint Seminars HeldDiscuss Academic Areas

tha

-Mi*

nmcb b S
'
elm.
dlPd cmmlmBRale brpe oi
whiebcul

WaarveaurarssDBydm~
to lealkwE tbmi

(L

NQ M
If this p m m t tma ocnrtin-

NasdaB
"8ut we a h need patmxtaa
- i n c ~ d u a l , -orate
aid
comm~~~ity,"
he continued, "and
we cannot get them By encroaching on the priority nee&
af the soeial welfare dollar.'"
Father 1M:dnnes -M
thrt
the money muat come Emin "a
not bs r&wiUd tn the fmm of reor&eriRg of our tbcretionargr
m h e, thmrt.l ' ~ ' Qov~ at d entertainment dollars,"
e-t
thn
*re wmld
ha etlml-,
Fa%brlasrdsd
lurf; be arltrinlr-inunIess@e ad.
Carl.oar Fa-*".
garEnhis-was
asme.
ia the Btaalajr B W
~
V ta t ~Bt eS
aISQW
for & ebmral~g in tIy3 me.
fm Ble &w@Wims
The students want the unb
~rovbdhza;
vsrsity to permit drinking by wtm a dBbki~ttonfor ib l3wn
A t l m r a 8pMt."
persons 21 and over.

-e
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who thinks for himself
...and cares how he looks
Have y w head? Just minutes from campul is
m e of the lading men's stoas in ConnecticutEd Mitchell's,
the in glace to be outfitted, The in
p h to find evesythhg you
want 6 wear in one easy
stop. Everything from
u n & m to toou€emr,
shirts to Aloe. Easy-going

casuals, c.hled-liicd
&&s,
great evening
looks. Lots of rugged
t d s end blazers ntnd
jeans. And every item
wines fmm o top
quality maker, m d y
to be custom-fitted by
one d IWs four
taiboas always on hand.
Inwstigare the Ed
Mitchell uxnpkte
collc&ion for the
allege man after
elarm today.

I

studies and English, will be held
tonight in the Campus Center
f ~ l W
meeting room. Other
seminars have been set for the
remainder of the semester in
the areas of wieme, mathe-

matics, and languages.
The conrbined meetings, bsigned to give the three gnrup
sul oapo-ty
to e x c m
ideas on the status of various
academic disciplines, were fimt
held last Year and ' b e d to
be very f&tful," b e d Mr.

Thomas.

new

c i t h and wellqla\nred sub
urbs," Father stated, 'W there
will be RO voice of music, no
swnd af lacal theatre, ns rep
resentartion d at''
amg am C
! Famb

' ' ~ * @For the college man

e,=.

The second session, which
centers about the field of soda1

dVe
ry
~ t e l l e eslnd

urn, *'we will have bmnd

Drink-In Forces
Liquor Ban Review

Because of the large number
of loans outstanding, the StuA disproportionate number of the GI% in Vietnam are dent Gavenvnent has been
Negroes. When the war ends, they will return to their urban forced to discontinue the 106x11
homes and raise families. In anticipation of this, Congress has d c e until a t lea& this Mendecided that it must take steps to eliminate the problems of the day. In this way, them will Be
American metropolises such as: smog, traffic jams, unern'play- lsaney available for the prement, slums, crime, disease and staggering welfare soles.
Christmas damand. The Student
Most of America's ut-ban dilficulties could he s i ~ ~ t lGav-nt
y
has lent the Stueased if it were possible to eliminak the surplus in the numbers dent fioan CQnznait*
am adof the ghetto poor.
cli-1
$1,200 to handle the
This is the goal that the House of Representative8 haa in demand for money b e f o r e
mind when they reduced the expenditures for the Office- of Ecs Hg
W d e n d and a h
nomic Owrtunity. The war on poverty had been pmvkbg our tt the time when junior8 r e
urban poor with the means of obtainfng better jobs, decent b u s - ceived &dr class rings.
ing and equal education. By reducine: these programs, the House
Amrding to Nello Revisan,
has insured that conditimo in the &ties will remain about the chairman of the Student hyi
same as they have been in recent years and history has d m - Committee there have been 162
onstrated, these conditions plus a few more lofig hot awmmrtm laans issued to date totaling
will definitely decrease the m a t numher In our cities. Unfortunately, our iwresentatives fail to realize that i t nray a h redurn
the great number of mr cities.

Faculty and administrative
personnel from the uarlergradw
ate and graduate schools
d
Fair-field, Fairfield PFep and the
Town of Fairfield's secondary
school$ wain thi year are
holding a series of pint tam-=
inars to discus academic areas
of mutual concern, clccarding
to Mr. George B. Thomas, curriculum omrBdnator for the
University and Prep.

that taday's "artist, like thc
porn, is a seeand d m citixe~h"
raid thslt "in our modem community & welfare prwmm

Spbsbl 4tudent Prke
(with I.D. Card)

Except

kt.

- $I:@

6 d Anrtim

- Sp.6i.l

es

A P G & Place
~ to Shop
240 East !%ate Strcst, Colonial Grcen, Westport
Ed Mitchell
Bill- Mitchdl
Opsn 9 am to 6 jnn: Fridays till 9

I

J
&
!@
j!
By PIEL H V ~ B K Y E E ~ -

-

Three years ago, when Coach
George Bigacca made the big
move from a TriState h a g w
power to the stormy seas of the
big time ranks. national recognition of a Fairfield basketball
team was a dim torch burning
somewhere in the uncertain future. NOW,in their fourth such
demanding season, the StaN
exemplify the best of Eastern
College basketball. Rtase in the
know have been forced to sit
up and take notice. an recent
Iwlers from the Met Conference indicate.
BIg Amigmnrcnt
Bhawn nnw embarks nn hb
tenth e ~ 1 p a k 1fl)rCea
~
with the
dIRicwlt taak of mbuildlng nnd
rerdjmtinp: a tlrom whlck wlil
k enlkd upma to elpkh d
t
D
l
~ l r hhmp tltams YL. Hwmbm.
D&yton, and B 1 M h C'dlege.
Qutslde of two players rvho a m
e x p e r l e d 4 t h l r stp i t h a s , he must wrurk 4 t h o
gmmp of men who
B
roopnattve splrlt, dmrp mental
rttitrcde. Ikree prl& and unllmlted pobntial
but no rxperknee on the v u s l t y level
wme h I n g new snd s few havlag t.@ d j m t to new *tar#ng
rdes
New &oak

-

ing the practice sessions which,
should they become commonplace rather than the eveep
tion, could carry this team to
unforeseen heights,
Bbrting Five
The former Georgetown star
has finally established his starting lineup, one which offers balance and adaptability. U r r y
Cirina a$ Wayne Gibbons will
operate in the backcourt with
seniors Bill Jones, Art Kenney
and Sol Crenshaw hp front.
The 0gen.e w8ll ba a W e
twa-three, with €'remehaw playInr; r Inw p t , 1e~~vIng
hbn In
exmllsat posttltun tor close Brskrh while Isebg now enough

be m i o r guard Larry Cirina,
w h along with Joileai. must
turn in ronabtent performances
throughout the season if the
Stags are to stay in any game.
Larry's takecharge ability yrrs
vided Fairfield wlth one of the
most brUliknt one man exhlbitions in its history last year
when he riddled the nets for B
points against St. Banaventwe
in Madison Square Garden.
The switch of 6%' Art Kenney to a fonvard position far
the first time since caning to
Fairfield was precipitated by
the lass of Sanabria. Actually,
the "Giant" is not completely
He play&
new ia bBn

ceaseless hustle and superb a?[!
titude. The amieble redhe*
from Brooklyn owns a @@
jump shot from medium an
r@$
The two sport letterman gi,vi?s%
1 '
a constant lift to the team dbhL-72
his never say die optimism. - I
Sam King, Rich ~chonbecQ-r3
and Ken Hognowski are a trip-;;-, 4
of
who have s h o ~ % +
- - noohomores
that they can really help t$$--: j
club. King is another Philadepf+,
phia product who turned jji :-$
glittering defensive perf
ances last season and j u ~ 7
shoots well from around t l y + * ~
key. Schonbeck returns to form @
following a leg injury that side
l i d him for a large portion
last season. At 6'5" he is
proven hustler around t
boards who can suqrise y
with his smooth shooting fr
the corners and in close. HQ
nowski gets up higher than h&?
6'1" indicaM and is
around the basket. He
in several double figure
for the f m h last season.
-%
Bbacaa Pleased
Bisacca has been very pleasedwith the progress of his t e w

.

-

arm-",?

-

This Fairfield team will diffcr noticeably from thosf?o f the
last few yearn. Whereas p e a t
individual performanem were
often enough to win as the
Stags climbed the hsketball
ladder. this ywr's succcw
hinges on solid team play. Thl!
necessarily takm timr to develop and what toll it takes in
the won-lust column in the interim can only be speculated.
Past FaiPficld teams hawe
hen able tv c~utmusdethe mjzrritgt ot 2b orqmitlon a~k*lt&d
the boards. Twn years ago
restrong offensive board work to ~ l t a l b eon h b srBrciught Fairfield this clnse to BuundLg rbtlity. Jmeg m d
plizying in the N.I.T. This year K ~ l n e ywill hqd dam the ear~
in m
ners. where t h ctca
wc must cftrn rope with the
the b d e t and move in to C M I ~
huge, hungry front lines ( ~ fthe
the bonds. Cirlna and Qibbsns
nclt im"s beet. The unforeseen
IIIM nf 6'6" Rick Sanabria due will throttle tkc! offense from
thelr guard positions.
$0 claasrtrm dilIicultics accentuates thln problem. His classy
Defensive strategy will change
pivot m k Ieoves a larw minus f m game to game, as is warrign this .wason.
ranted by the strengths and
Mhrslmrg C w s
weaknesses of the opposition.
Eapcrience and clutch play
Jones Exwla
11ullcd many out of the' fire for
If
any
one player must hold
the Stags in recent years. This
the
Stags
together throughout
year two vital mgs in Fairthe seasoa. especially in the
field'n quest for recognitinn are
missing. Charlie Phillips' reli- early going, it is senior Bill
Jones. who will captain the
able Are power via his great
squad.
The rangy 8'5" Hartford
jump nhootinq, complemented
by his brilliant defensive abil- Public product has been one of
ity, is Krme. His cn-captain. the most prolific playera in Fairdimlnutive Bill Pritz, was- an- field annals, assuming team
other defensive gad-fly and a leadership following the departure of nationally acclaimed
m a r t little flmr general.
Mike
Rranch fwr, years ago.
There is much ta be optimbStartling rebounding ability,
tie about, h~wever.The team
undtmbtedly has the lngrcdi- slick moves around the bucket
ems for greatness. Risacca bub- and b d l handling which defies
bles with enthusiasm as he a press By the dppOSith have
citcx the earnest dedication and been the ingmdients d his inmental frame of mind of his spiring play. The graceful forcharges. Easily the mo;!t co- ward leads all returning vetoperative group hc has wclrked csranri with a 15.1 ppa. average
with, they blend a spirit of dc- and hauled down better than a
termination with a passion for dozen rebound% a contest last
hard wwk and due respect for season.
The only other starter returntach ather's talents. There are
flashes of murt brilliancr dur- ing to a familiar position will

%&hornom
k a better than-w-g
erage passer and a long

.&---

numerous easy deuces. Gaod
ball control, the1elils effort on
defense and pinpoint
make the aoph flash a stdid asset and very possibly an AliEast operator on the horizon.
His unselfish play has been contagious in practice sessions and
b a t captures the spirit of ahis
yew's team.
l a s t @ a m ' s greatest offensive wrecking crew for the
f m h was 6'5."'Frank Magaletta, who= radar like bead on
the heop accounted for a e c oM1 31.3 ppg. average. Tabbed
as a "soph to watch" by Bell
magazine, the "Bear"' is push-

coming a cohm
an excellent fa5

Pete OUlen, Ken HojInowsk~
Art Kmney, Art Ctsod, Bill
i, ltdld Mimcger Pwl Wshn.
there as a member of the fam-

cnrs Power Memorial team that
featured All-American Lew A1cindor. The adjustment is paying dividends in prrtetiee sessions thus far, Very mobile and
a good ball handler for a big
man. Art has been cashing in
mom often with his soft shooting touch and Is hitting the
boards better than ever. Winning is a difficult assignment
without a mlid performance by
iue senior and this
year just could be his finest.
Zteplacfng Kenney in the pivot
will be the Stags answer to a
vacuum cleaner around the
b r d s , 6'5" Sol Cwmhaw.
Tremendous leaping prowess
and a pair of octopus arms
make the highly touted phenm
from Moncssan, Pa., a w e l m m
asset. The caliber of this year's
oppanents. demands a center
who can clog up the middle
with good defensive play as
well as getting the ball for his
teammates. Needless to say,
Bbacca has a lot af faith in the
high flying senior.
Operating opposite mrina at
the other guard position will be
one of the moat exciting players ever to errroll a t FairAeld.
Wayw Gibbons, a tY b a c k a r t
winard f m Philadelphia has
shown that he can do it all. As
a f w h he compiled a 21.1 ppg.

ing hard for a starting berth
at either the guard or forward
slots.

thieves. Art Kenney and Wayne:
Gibbons have espeehlly worked
well together, making possible-:
numerous play combinations.
DlmraBvaatlage%
If any one factor is work&
against the Stags, it is f$&,
they are a rebuilt and re&''

V d Empmwmento

The biggest improvement on
the team goes to Jim Dennis,
who figures heavily as a clutch
back up man this season. Always an exceptionti1 jumper far
his 63"',,
with a fine shooting
touch, Jim worked tirelessly art
his game over the summer and
now rates as a top line performer with a deadly shooting
eye.
Another vastly improved performer h a k e n senior forward
Bill M&nn, k rugged 6'9",he
has shown amazing poise for a
reserve. He more than holds his
own around the boards and possesses a good shot for his size.
Should the starting forwards
get in trouble this year, Bill k
a very capable fireman.
Sophomore center Art
is a 6'7" tower of strength who
saw limited action lmt year
due to scholastic problems. He
was improving rapidly at the
time of his departure and
shnuld he cclntinue to do so
this year, he'll fill in well as a
back up for Crenshaw.
J h Messel, also an academic
casualty last season, must be
comsidered the "sleeper" on this
years' squad. The sandy haired

schedule offers problems
jng but will have to be
peak for their next three encounters wlth St. Peter's,
ton College and Villanova. The

has to be asking a lot.
ElrIgkt Side
&1 the plus side, this ter
has an untapped quantity
unlimited potential, much
which should make itself e
dent M w e the season has p
g m w d tso far. The a t t a ~ X 3
will be well balanced and theye-%
should be little trouble scoring
a lot of points. Whether or no
the defense can cope with othe.
high powered offenses is a ques1
tion mark.
Above d l , the '17-'68 Stags
gwmkm to Be P very exdting X
tewn, s l n vr 3me. and if not =$
the best in Fdrfield'e hbtor3~,3

,YE

will be very dcwe to it. They'll
W 'their
I ~ hare of gameo en&, "
r i t b a fn. beaks, just mightp$
.,%
go ta thrir fimt N.I.T.
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rage >even

!nge the Nation's Best
By PAUL HUGHES
Caalslus
The Stags should be on a
little better than even terms
with the Griffins this year, who
. a e also rebuilding following the
log of their three mainstays
t h r o u g h graduation, Andy
Anderson, John Morrison, and
Warren Plant. The starting
' quintet of four juniors and a
sophomore, led by Tony Masi:ello and Terry Conners, lack the
fire to give the Stags as many
headaches as last year's crew.
-'!his figures to be our first open$g victory in a long time.
St. Peter's
This is where the fun begins.
pan Kennedy's excellently drill,ed Peacocks are a good bet to
wind up the season where they
did last year - in the N.I.T.
-Richie Dreyer is the only gradyation casualty, but Kennedy
picked transfers Tom Schwester, a 6-6 soph, and Elnardo
Webster, a 6-5 junior to add
board strength to his fast
breaking attack. Returning are
Pete OrDea 6-5, a top rebounder
who sinks 55% of his shots
from the floor, and slick Harry
Laurie, a very tall 6-1 when
underneath, who pops from
the outside like there was no
tomorrow. Ken Grant and Bob
Leckie round out a team which
executes beautifully and turns
your mistakes into quick scores.

'

Boston College
Expected to repeat as NCAA
contenders this season, Bob
Couey's Eagles might well be
the best team in the East this
par, Up front there are 6-6
Steve Adelman and 6-7 Jim
Keasane in the corners with 6-7
Terry Driscoll in the pivot. All
we solid scoring and rebounding threats. In the backcourt
are 5-11 Billy Evans, a Cousy
Uke playmaker, who feeds the
big men and plays superb def e w . Jack Kvancz, a senior
vet, joins him a t the other
g u W slot. An outstanding
sophomore crop is led by 6-4
fsrward Bob Dukiet (26.5 ppg
for the frosh) and 6-6 Ray
Legase. The Eagles will be out
to break the jinx the Stags have
over them when playing in their
own gym a t Chestnut Hill.
VLllanova
Jack Kraft is bidding for his
.wenth post-season tournament
in r row, relying on a strong
front line to do the job for him.
That's where the punch is; 6-4
Joe Crews, 6-3 Johnny Jones.
and two 6-7 boys, junior Jim
Mcfntosh and John Schroeder,
a trirnsfer from Virginia. Crews
the only senior on the team
and Jones is the best scorer
(28-9 ppg as a sophomore ) The

.

backcourt features Bob Melchionni and Frank Gillen. The
game will be played in the noisy
Philadelphia Palestra. Amen.
America University
The Eagles have their entire
starting five returning. and if
7-1 center Art Beatty was the
nation's fourth leading rebounde r last season and moves well
around the basket (22 ppg last
season). Ray Ruhling (20ppg)
and Terry Hill return a t guard
with Wilfred Lucas and Gary
Horkey in the corners. Frosh
scoring leader Gordon Stiles
19 ppg. adds good depth to a
team which manhandled the
Stags last year.
Georgetown
Jack Magee is counting on
sophs Charles Adrion, 6-6, and
Jerry Pyles, 6-5, to fill the gap
left by the graduate Steve Sullivan, 6-8, and Frank Hollendoner, 6-11. Both score well and
will work with 6-4 juniors Rick
Cannon and Jim Supple in the
forecourt. Dennis Cesar is a top
guard who will team up with
his co-captain Bruce Stinebrickner. But soph Mike Laska
(25.5 ppg) will be pushing
Stinebrickner all season for a
starting berth. The S t a g s
handled the Hoyas by twenty
last year and although they
figure to be somewhat weaker
this season, the game will be a t
Georgetown, so anything goes.
Fordham
The Rams have seven lettermen who astonished Johnny
Bach with a 14-11 slate last
season. Senior guard Bill Langheld can score (19.2 ppg) but
Bach needs a playmaker. For
this he'll have to count on several sophomores. 6-3 junior Pat
Rafferty will probably bring his
15.8 ppg. average t o the front
court this season. Fairfield's
chances against the Rams are
excellent, but they can shock
you. Last year they went to
Boston College and calmly upset the Eagles.
Holy Cross
The Crusaders return with
ten lettermen, including their
starting five from last year's
16-9 club. The front line spells
trouble: 6-7 sharpshooter Ed
Siudut and 6 4 captain Keith
Hockstein in the corners with
6-9 Ron Texeira underneath.
Vets A1 Stazinski and Jim Murray will be pushed by several
good sophs a t their guard positions. Jack Donohue's brooci
could use more speed but are
going to be rough customers
this year.

ED SIUDUT
Bridgeport
The Purple Knights get better
every year. This makes life un-

comfortable for that second
game in their gym, where they
always give us fits. 6-6 Gary
Baum and 6-4 Bob Fauser will
be returning but Bruce Webster's hopes rest with guard
Tony Barone a great outside
threat. This local rivalry should
provide two real good contests
again this year, with the Stags
taking both.
Manhattan
The Jaspers tied for the Met
Conference last year and return
with three starters and two
blue chip sophs. Ken Norton
will try switching 6-4 Marty
Baietti to guard, where he'll
play along-side his co-captain
6-1 Bill Goodfellow. Both seniors are good scorers. 6-6 Grady
O'Malley is the only holdover
in the frontcourt, where he'll
team with sophs Doug Fitzgerald (6-5) and Jack Marren
(6-7). Sorry, the Garden isn't
finished so this one's been
switched to the Arena. The
Stags need this game along with
Fordham if they have any N.I.T.
hopes.

Nlsgara
The Stags will be faced with
the same problem as so many
other teams this year - stopping super soph Calvin Murphy,
who averaged 48.9 ppg for the
frosh last season. The remainder
of the cast includes 6-7 senior
Manny Leaks in the middle, a
quick, clever guard in Joe Russell, a tough forward in Greg
Hudecki, and another smart
backcourtman, Al Shug. Two
other tough sophs, eclipsed by
Murphy, are Jim Malfetti and
Steve Schafer, both 6-5, both
hard nosed. The Stags must
hold Murphy within reason
while handling Leaks at the
same time. The Stags have a
more balanced attack and have
a good shot at upsetting the
Purple Eagles.
Houston
Top cat Elvin Hayes leads the
Houston Cougars in quest of a
national championship this year.
The 6-9 All-American forward
anchors a frontcourt featuring
6-9 Ken Spain in the middle and
6-10 Mars Evans, who broke
Hayes' frosh scoring record last
year. 6-7 Melvin Bell is doubtful for the season due to an
operation over the summer in
which his kneecap was removed.
In the backcourt there's defensive specialist Don Chaney 6-5.
who averaged 15.3 ppg and has
a field goal percentage of better
than 65%. He'll be joined by 6-2
Tom Critben, a yoph who poured in 24.2 a game for the frosh.
If you believe in miracles, the
Stags have a chance.

Dayton
The Flyers are a good bet to
crack the top ten again this
season, mainly because of AllAmerican Don May, who carries
the brunt of their rebounding
and scoring. The 6-4 senior has
a solid supporting cast in Bob
Hooper and Rudy Waterman in
the backcourt and Glinder Torain 6-6, Dan Sadlier 6-6, and
Ned Sharpenter 6-7, all capable
frontcourt performers. 6-8 soph
George Janky further boltsers
the rebounding. This one is a t
Dayton and the Stags will have
to excel to even stay close.
XBVkr
The Musketeer's will be trying to improve on last year's
13-13 slate, and from all indications they will vastly improve. Seniors Bob Quick 6-6,
Joe Pangrazio 5-10, and Tin1
O'Connell 6-0 will team with
6-5 soph Dan Darby and 6-11
junior Luther Rackley. Sevcral
juniors averaging 6-6 figure to
bclster the front line. They'll
have the home court advantage
and the outcome can go either
way, depending on which club
has the better shooting night.
St. Francis (Pa.)
The Frankics had an explosive club last year and just
about everybody is back. Larry
Lewis 6-7 figures to be murder
in the pivot again. 6-5 Len
Murray and 6-8 Sam Harris are
both top notch cornermen
while 6-0 Johnny Kerr and 6-1
marksman Norm Vanlier are
classy backcourt men. Coach
Johnny Clarks' charges just
missed the N.I.T. last year and
are a good bet to make it this
season. The Stags must stay on
even terms with Lewis and
Murray to win.
St. Joseph's
The Hawk isn't dead, but
won't be flying as high this season without the services of star
Cliff Anderson (26.6 ppg) and
three other starters. The front
court is hefty but not fast: 6-8
Ed Leonarezyk ( a transfer from
Duquesne), 6-4 soph Mike
Hauer and 6-3 senior Mike
Kempski. Senior guard Billy
DeAngelis doesn't score well although he plays excellent defense, but soph Dan Kelly ia
opposite him (23.7 ppg for the
frosh). Jack McKinney will
probably junk his full court
press and fast break less. The
Stags should repeat this year.
following their twenty point
upset last season.
Duqueane
Red Manning has a fine blend
of veterans and youngsters this
winter who should reverse last
year's 7-15 slate. Two glittering
sophs, 6-2 Billy Zoph, considered
another Willie Somerset, and
Pete Kulyk 6-1 have nailed
down the backcourt slots. Vets
Moe Barr 6-4, Rich Carlberg
6-5, Ron Guziak 6-6 and 6-8
Phil Washington will handle
frontline chores. The Stags will
have their hands full with the
Dukes in the beautiful Pittsburg Civic Arena.
YrovMence
The Friar's lost Jim Walker
to the Detroit Pistons but they
still have Coach Joe Mullaney.
and that's a lot. He has an un-

canny knack of m o 1 d i n p
average talent into a solid
team. Guard Skip Hayes will
run the b a c k c o u r t, while
6-8 Tony Koski is t t k big man
underneath. Other experienced
players are Don Henderson and
Stu Kerzner, both 6-1, and 6-3
Andy Clary. Gerald McNair,
Craig Callen and Walter Violand are up from the frosli
ranks to help out. Mullaney's
offense lacks great punch, so
he'll have to cut it on defense.
This should be the year thc
Stags break the jinx and win.

f t

BILLY BIJTLER

8t. Bonaventure
George Carter is gone but
the Bonnies have Bill Butler
6-3, a deadly scorer, 6-5 leaper
John Ilayes and 6-2 guard Jim
Satalin all on the rtoound following injuries last season. Add
to his 6-10 soph monster Bob
Lanier, who averaged 30 points
and 20 rebounds for the freshman, and its easy to understand
why many peg this as the best
Bonnie club in years. Should
this be a must game for 21
tournament bid, the Stags will
be in real trouble.
OTHER GAMES
Stonehill is an improving ball
club but Coach O'Brien has
some rebuilding to do. Some day
the Chiefs may seriously challenge Fairfield but it doesn't
figure to be this year, especially
in our first home g a m ~ .
St. Mary's (Calif.) is an unkown quantity in the East. The
Gaeh must rely on eight upper
classmen and a raft of sophcmores to improve on last year's
2-12 conference mark. This one
is a question mark.
Rider offers little outside of
6-4 center Greg Cisson. At least
three starters have been hobbled by injuries and the only
advantage John Carpenter's
quintet will have is the homc
court. They should be an easy
mark,
FaIrletgh Diekenson has only
Keggie Foster 6 4 to rely on for
rebounding and scoring. As a
result they didn't win a conference game last season. Foster
is very good, but he can't do
it alone - and too often he
must. Chalk this one up for the
Stags in the Fairfield gym.
Southern Conn. has only Jim
Sackman 6-6, a couple of vets
and a few promising newcomers. The Owls still don't present a threat and will lase again
this year.
Ammytlon is minus scoring
king George Ridick and will
have to come up with a superb
effort to repeat last year's upset
over Fairfieid. We will even the
score a t homc t h ~ syear.
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Theater

Another Look
By RALPH KISTER

By VINCENT CURCIO

"Dinner with the Family,"
which was on display at the University Playhouse under the
auspices of the Westport- Weston Cammunity Theatre was
written .by Jean Anouilh in the
late 1930's as one of his "pieces
roses," or optimistic comedies.
What if a man's whole life
is miserable and shoddy, says
this play; can he not create a
new life for himself, the life
of his dreams, and, ever so
ephemerally, live in it; finally,
might not his unpleasant realities be left behind and this
ephemeral beauty and fineness
become the continuing reality of
his life?
Monsieur Anouilh b o d i e s
fourth his theme in a very good
farce plot and a very tinny melodramatic one; it is because of
the cheaply metallic ring of the
latter plot and a certain sentimentality in its resolution that
the play doem't quite work.
However it does have a wonderful sense of theatricality, and

if done with the proper style,
can be quite enjoyable. The
Westport Weston production
had high ups and low downs,
but on the whole I thought it
was worthwhile.
"Dinner with the ~ ~ Y ' s
complications surround Geomes
Delachaume, who rents a house
and hires actors to impepaxonate
a "respectable" family, pretending it is his, a t a dinner he is
giving for his innocent young
girlfriend, to whom he has
lied about his background,
which is far from "respectable."
His wicked mistregs discovers
the scheme and tells his wife,
upon whom he, hi8 mistress and
their respective families are
fiancially dependent. E v a y ~ n e
converges an Georgesr' rented
house and his &-up is destroyed; but his girl friend remains loyal to him through all,
and at the last he and ehe leave
to And- a new life together.
Verna Meyers, weighted down
by a half dozen rattly necklaces
and fluttering .the falsest eyelashes this dde of Mar; West.

-

giggled and
her way
through 8 superb comic portrayal as ts af B f a ' hired actom; A1 Raymond, though not
as precise and controlled as
Mrs. Meyers in his comic del "i v w , nevertheless p 1a y e d
musingly with her as the other
actor. Rfchtlrd Forsyth, eye
cocked,
h a d perpetually extended in
greed, played thve hired butler
with great finesse. Molly Oliver
was pleasantly m u s e like as
the old lady who rents out her
home. Marilyn Feldman was
p o W and assured as the evilbut-eoft mistress.
The rest of the performing
ranged f m passable to unfortunate.
The getting was a hodgepod@?, tt sort of mo-everything
in design, disorganized in execution.
Eileen Wilm's direction gave
the play a lively snappy pace all
the way through; some subtleties were lost at this speedy a
dip, but audience interest never
flagged.

Anti-Drug Film Has New Approach
ine ffl~siens,in a huge foreb o d e FrePBh ahateebu-tnmedhospital. Nothing in either of
the world$ ia

exposition is enough to scare
a potential anything, but ROBks
"Chappaqua" ie a good film h a found a flaw in it. It does
basically because of its integri- not imlude the patient's side of
ty, f t is an autobiographical the story, the one RBQks h i m
first attempt by a young Arnerf- self has so much experience
can. Conrad Rooks, who spent with, and thus is essentially
second hand. The usual drug10 years in a aldol-drug syn- glorifying undrrrgmund classic
drom, was cured in a S u i s ~ of whirling lights, dancing
clinic, and now is devoted to masses, and dark smoke-filled
both discouraging potential fol- corners is equally inW&
lowers and looking for a deeper Rooks knows the importance of
understanding of his experi- the role the hospital plays, and
ence.
cannot reject it cmp1etely.
The usual anti-drug film apQChapptaqusw mrnbinw the
proach is the hard bitten bed- better
of both aparowhpan opera with the hero writh- es; we exgerithe c&&cal
ing fmm withdrawal pains and exwe from somewlrere jmkh
despising all his saviors, a
stonefawd set of doctors and
nurses, and perhap one eseape
and rescue from a hippie dive
for color. This prim type of rplioed by oeeneir, which a m
just aa faniwtii a0 the @mu4
By PAUL KEMEZII
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THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
1310 ron ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONNECtlCUT
Social Stationery end Engraving
Chrktmrs Cards

The mistake is in the ccncept of the "regulatory function."
It is the wrong approach - one of attempting to recreate a paternal authority through constant watches and checks through signins, sign-outs, late-lights, and cheek-ins. A concept which must be
done away with . . . For a student on thii campus past his first
mmester of Freshman year should be free to decide his own hours,
his own actions - free from encroachmentx by the application of
"regulatory functisn."
I a m not saying that rules ehould go . . f am saying that
rules should be clearly defined and promulgated; and that if a
student breaks a rule, punishment should be clearly &Aned. A
system d discipline within a college should be a b e d a t the development of the self-reliance and mspo~si!billtyof its students
. . . This can only *be accomplished by allowing the students to
act unchecked except for definite violations against stated rules.

Within the academic regulations, there is the concept of
"limited cuts." A concept to fore the student in his first two
years here to accept his college education . . . But nothing is ever
accomplished by anyone who must use force . . And to attempt
to force someone who has chosen college to sccept his college
education is futile . .

.
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Therefore this "limited cut" system must go, and students
must be allowed to realize their respmsibilities to their education
to d-1..
their WE-reliance -cernithese responsibilities.
The moderator system over our student organizations must
be removed. The system stifles and actually takes fram the stu-

dents the realization of their responsbilities to €heir organizations
and to the University as a whole. As prime examples, let us consider the Student Government and the STAG,
The Student Government moderator b appointed by the Diresf Student Services. He has the power to VETY) any legislation passed by the Government on the concept: 1) that the
legislation might infringe on the powers and rights of the administration; 2) that the legislation might be mistakenly approved
by the President; 3) that the ledsfation might be detrimental to
the Student Associatltm.

.

The themes Rooks deals with
during the hallucination sequences are rtscognizabl~ but
seldom fully understandable:
American Indians from the
Almm&ers' chUdh00d in a vflkge called Cha
(.who
remembers ROsE?BtlD? 1, Indian Indians led by .Yvi Shanka r and a rousing bearded
swami, Rooks himself as a
vampire with a1lEEB;icms to pal4
luted blosd and h y p d e m i c
needles, a brerrthtak'mg American dream symbol In her White
ss romping thro' the
hand in hand with
Rooks, and many athers. These
Images have ptt&rm to t h m ,
T h 11.RnutIlsD-ar
WmbL
they
and mxmr &ed
m n m RmMa STIMP. nur 2".
Bmrl check or money ctdcr. &
with each other and with horjpfsum to i n d u h xoru ZIP Code. IPo
tal images. They are brought
mure or hrndllr cbuAdd
s.lcl
rrx.
an
by drugs but not pr-1y
mnrcMwnt
of drug$. The hero is aad81ed
T H l MOPP SO.
P. 0. lrol I ~ ~ O P ~ L # . I W - ~with them, wakes up screaming
M
h U.,m310
Com&md on Page 10

80 POST ROAD.
Cor. Grasmere Ave.

HEALTH, DRUGS
Shaving, and Toiletries
SUPPLIES
Call CL 9-5000

The disciplinary system is stated in our student hand)look as,
'The regulatory function to preserve order in the university and
to enable students - who individually are in various stages of
development - to attain personal maturity."

.

Flicks

I'HAFUWACY

We are students at Fair3leld University; let us consider our
environment by discussing three conditions here which are in
serious need for rekvaluation and change: tbe disciplinary system,
the amdernie regulations, the moderator system.

Loyola Hall

THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!
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The mockrator must go . . for the Student G;overrunent is
the expression of student rights, purposes, and responsibilities.
The moderator, by his very existence, destroys this expression.
He takes away the self-reliance of those within the Student Government and their responsibilities to the Student Body by removing f m them the right to determine their actions unchecked by
the admhistration - especially in the guise of protection from
one's awn actions.

TWE STAG mademtar is
by the President of the
UniveraIQ t~ be the University's representative to the paper to
insure the University, which is the legal publisher because it
Ifnames, that there is no libel in the publication.
But THE STAG is the vehicle for free inquiry and free expressirm in this academic community. I t should therefme be free
of cemorship and advanee approval of copy bom any outside
fo@e. m e moderator mmt go, iind the editors of THE STAG
must be allowed to express their responsibility and self-reliance
by alone ensuning that THE STAG is responsible journalism.
And considering the moderator system over all student organizations, the system must be removed to a l l m the students
to realize their respmsibilities'and to develop their elf-reliance
. . . If any faculty sr administration member is to be a part of
a Student arganizatiun, he should be chosen by the students and
should have no other function than that of an intellectual attache.
In d l , as we view our University, we see why in the statement of ''Objectives of FaiMeEd U." there is m mention tor the
striving to establish respons+bili.&rand WE-reliance within its
studen&.
Campu~radicals have termed our University, "Big Daddy
FaMe1d'"oot the "Paternalistic Us" . . But I prefer to see m r
University as a perpetuation of a vacuum . . A system which
is attempting to Impose upon the Student Boay a worn$
. with
the Idea that with graduation mmes birth.
But we must ehange this whole appmch
. Students must
effect a Caesarian from the inside. Hgw? Fimt
through the
aiding and supporting of a legitimate body (the proposed TriPartite Bx?y) for the expression and the impact d all ideas
wit8h the University.
For the studentBI if *is eammunimtiosl - this apped to
lagic - does not work to break us; from thls vacuum, we must:
use that power available to us to accomplish the realization ob
our responsibility and our self-reliance.
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More L e t t e r s to the E G L o r
Rock the Boat
TO the Editor:
-T?
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The atmcsphere a t Fairfield Univeritv mieht
- best be characterized by
complacenc~, and a sheepish fear of
' yoelring the boat." Most students are
middle al-.s,
catholics who desire matczial security through those monetary
from their
University education. As a COIISXuence,
they tend to follow the dictates of thp
administration with little
If the students of Fairfield wish to
improve their University they shouid
endeavor to shape Fairfield as a complirr.entary extension of the secular
world where those problems and contradict,ons which we now face are
brought to grips with a vibrant intellectualism.

s

Efforts to improve the situation a t
Fairfield should deal with real comp!aints and concrete proposals. Instead
of ccmplaining about such childish and
immature matters as the food a t the
Student Center we should concern ourselves with improving the quality of our
education. Only in this way will we be
taken seriousy by our fellow students
and by the administration.
In endeavoring toward this end we
must emphasize complete student participation with the administration in
those decisions which will effect our
education. To achieve these goals there
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dents and the administration if education a t Fairfield is to continually attain
high quality.
Sincerely,
Richard D. Cunningham '69

* * *

Stags and Beer
To the Editor:

,

-

-

.-

1

-

This note is primarily for any student
who would like to know where his "*ct.vities Fee" is spent:
Mr. Jerry Blouin
Fairfield University
Dear Mr. Blouin:
MY phone call to you yesterday was
to discuss the problem of young men
who could not stand their drinks or
their food.
The buses returning from Tarrytown
returned with, and I am sorry to mention it to you, nausia all over the bus,
in between window frames, and on the
seats. I t took the company one full day
to ciean, deodorize and dry out both
buses. Also, there were three seats bent
and broken from the floor. Normal sitt'ng would not do this.
In that we, through our own negligence, were responsible for the third
bus breaking down, there will, of course,
hn no charge.
I trust this will be fair enough with

you and I regret that I had to bring the
obovc matter to your attention.
Sincerely yours,
Peter Vender
Vice President
Stratford Bus Line. Inc.

and the many hours you spent prepar~ng
for the Bank.
Wc at Fainfield Red Cross are most
appreciative of your efforts. You and
Frank and the other boys were of immeasurable help to us throughout the
This letter of course rerers to the
I t was a pleasure to
1;allcween Party a t Marymount. ~ c c o m - entire
work
with
You,
and
311 our volunteers
panylng this letter was a bill for the
two buses used, plus a charge of $25.00 commented on your patience, cooperathe
the buses* and a tion and gracious way in talking to
charge cf $30.00 for replacing the three
broken seats. A total of $55.00 may not
We look
another
sound like much, but when converted
venture'
to Activities Fees paid, it accounts for
Sincerely,
the
waste of l1 students'
M~SS
~
~ A.t 1-sh
mcney. The Government cannot afford
Executive Director
such losses.
* *
While on the subject of Marymount,s
Beer Party - the girls would have made
a substantial profit - had not the damage on the buiiding done by Fainfield
the ~ d i t ~ ~ :
students, completely nullified any such
On (behalf of the Youth Interracial
extra monies.
Council, I wish to congratulate Phi
How typical of the Stags and beer.
Kappa Theta Fraternity of Failrfield
Sadly,
university on its installation into the
Paul Chenet
Phi Kappa Theta International Fratersocial Chairman
nity on November 19. we would like to
+
thank the fraternity for asking our
folk group, the Spontaneous Generation,

Y.1.C. to P.K.T.

*

*

Sex and Liquor

To te Editor:
~h~ stags9 reaction to the rules posted
by Mr. Bianchi on Wednesday night
shows their willingness to break out of
their usual apathy only when their sex
and iiquor habits are threatened.
Sincerely,
John Skoyles '71
Tod Jorgensen '71
George Ruhl, Jr. '71

to provide the
entertainment.
The fclk-singers enjoyed performing for
an international audience and were very
grateful for the compliments they receivcd from the guests. Our special
thanks go to Frank Olah and James
Lcmbard who made the afternoon Pass:blc for us.
Sincerely,
Luddy

* *

Y.l.C.

* * *

P.K.T. to Y.I.C.
To the Editor:

Korean

-

herican

Questions ICatZedach

I would like to thank publicly, the
folk singing group the "Spontaneous
Generation." which is sponsored by the TO the Editor:
Y.I.C., for the fine entertainment they Re: Nicholas Katzenbach,
presented to the brothers of Phi Kappa
AS a Korean-born American citizen, I
*lIeta, their guests, and their parents,
at the phi K~~~~ ~h~~~ chapter In- was intrigued by your unsubstantiated
stallation ~i~~~~ recently held in the analogy between the Korean War and
Vietnamese War, which You Precampus
center ~
iR
~~ I am~i sure~ ~ the
. ~
sented
in your recent speech a t Faifield
that all present enjoyed the
music and discovered that there is an- University, Faifield, Connecticut.
other way of expressing the
I should like to cite several significant
hood of all men - through te universal
between these two wars.
language of music.
First of all, Korea had been a nationSincerely yours,
state for many centuries until Japan
Frank Olalr
annexed her in 1909. Vietnam, on the
Corresponding Secretary
other hand, is a geography which has
• t t
never developed into nationhood. In
Korea, the North Korean troops commenced an unprovoked attack on June
25, 1950 against the government which
Mr. Rabert ~ ~ c a n n
was established under the supervision
Fairfieid University
of the United Nations. The United NaFairfield, Connecticut
tions General Assembly recognized the
government in Seoul as the only lawful
Dear Bob:
you are
be congrarularea on a government on the peninsula. As you
re-_-iting job for the Univer- are aware, none of the South Vietsity ~
l Bank.
~
~
214 pints
d
were col- namese governments have enjoyed simIccted, which is an achievement to make ilar recognition by the United
you proud. I know how hard you worked
Secondly, the aggression from the

Blood Bank

nortn in Korea was an external attack,
whereas, the hostilities in Vietnam are
largely guerilla type operations by the
South Vietnamese against the South
Vietnamese government. In other words,
a military victory over the aggressors
Was possible in Korea, but in Vietnam
the ultimate victory must be a political
one, for which the United States military power cannot determine its final
outcome.
Thirdly, you stated that there were
criticisms against the Korean government led by Dr. Syngman Rhee that it
was not really representative. I regret
to inform you that your information and
knowledge of the Korean government
before the Korean War are totally inaccurate. The pre-Korean War government under Syngham Rhee was truly
representative. In fact, Rhee's Minister
of Agriculture Was a Communist. The
election which was supervised by the
United Nations Commission on Korea
Was completely honest and a group of
powerful opposition parties were in
operation. of course, during and after
the
Syngham m e e used the Amerequipped and American - advised
ican
forces of organized violence to crush his
political enemies. I n the end, as you are
well aware, Koreans now have a war
lord government which rules the counwith American tanks and guns.
~ ~ ~your
t statement
l ~ , in connection
with the complaints that the Koreans
were not doing enough for themselves
during the Korean War is callous. Please
allow me to cite my own personal account of how much sacrifice Koreans
made to repel1 the aggressors in cooperation with fighting men from eighteen member nations gf the United Nations. I have two brothers; all three of
US actively served throughout the War.
MY Younger brother then was in tenth
grade and I was in the second year of
college. Like many friends of mine, we
did not claim student deferments but
chose to fight. When I graduated from
a boys' high school in Seoul in 1949, I
was one of the one hundred fifty graduates and all of us advanced to colleges.
At the end of the War, I found more
than a half of my high school classmates were killed in action and many
more were maimed. I am familiar with
your military
during the World
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War I1 Iandam
many.
subsequent
proud tocaptivity
say that
in Germy
brother& and my friends served during
the Korean War with the same dedicaas you did for the United States,
In conclusion, I do not believe that
your strained analogy of the two wars
would serve any purpose in defending
the dubious Vietnam policy of the Johnson Administration.
With highest esteem.
Sincerely yours,
Y. J. Rhee
EDI'N);R*S NOTE: hi^ copy of the
letter to Undersecretary Katzenbach
was sent to THE STAG by Mr. Rhm.

k

Continued from PAGE 1
don't feel I should vote on
Memorhl Plaque
.

Representative Frank Smith
'68 proposed a resolution that
a plaque in memory of Stephen
Szszesiul should be placed in
the Student Government Office.
011s

Cosgriff confirming the rights
of the students to dissent by
demonstrations, provided that
they do not interfere with the
rights of other students or the
academic process of the school.
The proposal was originated
and approved a t a recent meeting of the President's Academy.
Tri-Partite Body
The enforcement of the resolution was delegated to a "TriPanite Body1*consisting of administration, faculty, and students, which would decide on
edibility of the demonand itg mm, After B

long debate, it was considered
"better than what we have"
and passed 34-6,
Other considerations at the
meeting consisted of the passage of a resolution, which
called for a listing of representatives, their addresses and
box numbers, and a $225 Grant
and a $200 loan to the Fencing
Club for electrical scoring
equipment and Director fees.
The Student Action Movement
Constitution was discussed but
because of a protest walk-out
not
dua ta r h k of a

quorum.
Earlier in the evening freshman representatives: Paul Anderson, John Brennan, Stephen
Daur, Brian Donahue, Richard

Doolan, James Doyle, Roger
Grigg, S h a u n Harrington,
Michael Leary, Stephen Leone,
Robert Murphy and Ed Viola
were officially sworn in.

kE.
,

--

Election

pete for one empty on-campus
seat.

%

.
/@.
UP.

Gonttnued from Page 1
boardersFrom the Class of '69, Robert Dugay filed a petition as a
day-hop representative, and
Marc Baldwin, James Flanagan,

From the Class of '68, Henry I
Fiscella, John Neenan, and
John Pacetta have submitted
petition. to fill the three avail;?,
able on*amP1ls positions.
1Polls will be open today from f?.
10 a.m. t o 2 p.m. in the area ,

ernd liZcwarst Winter@will

acr09e i r m

-
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Fact Finding Commiffee
Cmmued from Yitgr 3
and consideration they "can
make suggestions to either the
legislature or the administration since there are a lot of
programs at other schools we
would like to initiate."
Broad Cross-section
The questionnaire will be sent
out to all t y p e of schools i o
that the committee will receive
a broad cross-section of responses. The ultimate purpose
of the cormnittee as stated in
the formal letter sent to the
various schools "is to ascertain
the proper means by which increased responsibility may be
granted to the undergraduate
student."
"l"o achieve our desired result we have constructed this
questionnaire which delves into
the important aspects of un-

dergraduate life," concluded
Vice PreSident Colucci.
Some of the questions contained in the questionnaire
are:
1. Do you have mandatory
T h e o l a g y and Philosophy
credats? If so how many credits
are rqufred? What advantages
or disadvrantagas do yeu And in
m a g these courses mandatory?
9. Am alWholic beverages
permitted to be coneumd an
campus? If alcohol is permitted
is there msny pasticnlar placa,
that it is allowed? Are there
angr restrictions on age? Is this
system effsetive?
3. D;o you feei your school
or sbdent goveMment h m
done anything unique or arignfB-t
that mfght be be benefit
for other schools?

PKT I n s t a l l a t i ~ n
Catholic students and intellectuals.
Congressman Irwin spoke on
the role fraternities could play
in preparing students for reThe president then called
sponsible leadership.
into session the first meeting
The chief of each visiting
of Epsilon Kappa Chapter durdelegation extended best wishes
ing which the members pledged
of their Chapters, a9 Maater of
loyalty to Phi Kappa Theta and
Ceremonies, Clint Sterke of
to Faiffield University.
Westport, a trustee of Phi
Monsignor Giovanetti s@ok(? Kappa Theta, introduced the
briefly on the work of the various special guests at the
Papal Envoy to the United Na- installatian. Congratulatory %eltions. Both he an8 Michael egram which poured in all day
Leneghan praised the role of from various chapters throughPhi Kappa Theta in Pax Ro- out the United States m d Camana, the world movement @f nada were r e d

Contbued from Page 8
Csenger with the -badge of
OEice - a special presidential
badge.

STAG

Hershey
Continued from P&ge 1

their induction orders, When
asked whether military service
is considered an honor or a
punishment, an official a t the
U.S. A m y Induction center in
New Haven said that "it certainly is an honor to serve in
any capaci@" in the military.
However, he went on to explain that "We are in the service and we can't tell you anything that would jeopardize
our positions." Ha Mded that
his job was to give physiwl
examinations and that "1'11 give
you two guys physicals if you
don't watch 011.t."
Na Attention Paid

An official at the Air Force
recruiting office also in New
Haven, when a s q d to comment
an General Hersheys' statement said "I don't pay any attention to what anyone says.
about i t (the &aft) ."
(fenerrtl Her&ey'a letter did
draw m e fnteliigeart reeponses, however. In m d b d d The New York Times fell;
that "To make Padnctioz~iala
the military a countelpart of
4ncarcera.tion hi a pend b t I -on
d0m3sns the tmifom
anti dl the men who wear it"
Antiwar Demonshtiop%

Diselwure of General Hershey's letter to local draft
boards across the country followed incidents in which recruiters for the a m e d forces
as well as the Dow Chemical
Gompany, which manufactures
naipalm for use in Vietnam,
were blocked 6 y student antiwar d e w t o r s .

November 29, 1967

Anti-Drug Film
Continued from Page 8
after them, but can't condemn
them because they are all he
has of his history, his sum of
experience.

From the fact that Rooks
photographically r e c r e a t e s
these illusions so engrossingly
and so beautifully, we must
conclude he feels these have
some sulbstance and value. The
camera work is loaded with
special e9ecb and superimpositions, but it is also stunningly
attractive and unmistakeaibly
professional. The " t r i p s ' h r e
mostly in brilliant but never
gaudy color, or done with excellent filters. The string of
emotion, sensitivity, allogic, or
whatever it i s that rum
through the images is never
obvious,, but also never bores.
The music, done by Mr. Shankan is unbelievable as it catches
moods we haven't fully understood visually and transports
them intact to a new dimension, sound.

In contrast to this beady,
the mdn fmtpre of the Iltrealities ooeuring at the hospital
is theb grimness. These scenes,
as reproduced by the dlir-d
rnfnd of the p&mt, are
b3&-511d.~hite stadia of
tehlqueny snd mental terror.
The nmse is w double for Joan
Baez with the same eyes 04 isad
love and myfbtgFiaus aloofnrn&
The doctor I s platnb not
there. The chsteau, stmight
out of E ~ Wa m Foe, and a
huge
m h other perfe~tly. But tha

* haa@td lhfrted
Mmself. Hs

fiWe Of
than

,

&lightly resembles R kc lh a r d
Burtan, and ccm, obviously
from experience, put on the
drunk, doped, and mental anxiety scenes even better than
the Welshman.

We never get progress reports on the cure because the
patient is our medium, and he
has no way of sensing such
drama. One day Rooks climbs
into a helicopter, flies of£,, and
the film ends. The last image
however is the hospital shirted
figure dancing around the top
tower of the chateau. We know
a cure is possible because
Rooks recovered to make the
film, but perhaps one is never
fully cured. Something 04 him
seems to be left behind a t the
hospital. The meaning of the
patient's life, which the hallucinations were getting a t in
their confused way, is now out
of reach. In the final analysis
therefore : - Drugs accelerate
physical and psychological destruction, but also somehow enhance understanding and asthetic sensability. They are bad
and good a t the same time and
the only objectively valuable
statement is to simply express
the acceleration itself. This is
basicallly where "Chappaqua"
stands. (I think). I recommend
it without reservation.

Ex- Marine
C O I L ~
from
U ~P*
4
it by legal means. He added
that he joined the Marines for
the experience, not because he
particularly believeti in the war
in Vietnam a t that time.
camnitmeit to %e saigon
reg%me, which the admhhbtfan haa pointed to arr its basis
for waging the m,he pofnhd
to the dgnatwe of the U.S. to
the U.N. Charter whkb sped
fCMy prohibik iiiterferenm In
$be intern& a!TaSN, of other w
tione.
Pl.edrk&s war
Mr. Walker said that he
reached his opinions largely
after he returned from the
service in 1965, feeling that it's
not the servicemen's but the
President's war.

RECORD
SALE

Rabbi
Uontitmed from Page 1
ssllted the

Jewisa sammwtty

s t the Lutheran World Fedem
tlon on faks Church d thg
Jcws, which convened at Logfumldoster in Denmark in 1986.

Lafit year he wm the Jewish
observer at Billy Graham's
World Evangelioal Congsess in
Berlin. H e consulted with officials of the Vatican Council
through their four year deliberations, and his book 'The
Vaticp~Council ruLd the Jews"
will be published next spring by
World Publishing Compcmy.
Jn 1961 Rabbi Gilberts' study
of past ecumenM councils and
their legislation on Jews earned
him a coveted Catholic Press
Award. He organized the &st
theological consultation between: Jewish and Catholic
scholars to be held in the
United States at the Benedictine St Vincent Monastery in
LatroJje, Pa.
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Playoffs Sch heduled
I;--*

r.

ful season after a very slow
l ~
a .560
start. ~ a i e salvagitig
record a t mid-season, this team
went undefeated the second
half. In defeating G3, 6.0, R3
upped their record to 6-2-1
which dropped G3 from second
to third place with a 6-3 record
Playing a strenghbned G3
team who acauired the servi~es
of five club - football players,
R3 knew that anything less
than a win would eliminate
them from further competition.
R3's winning margin came on
an interception by Gene IkSalvo who ran the Anal fifteen
yards for the score. Excellent
team defensive play by R3 contained G3's running attack,,
while individually Tom Krenn
and Steve Ryan starred in stop
ping any passing attack fram
succeeding,
Faulty hiking for b o t h
teams seemed t~ be the letdown
near the goal tine rt9 G3 had
three miscues and R3 committed four ball handling errors.
GI. Topples C9 la Finale
Oonzaga 1,in their fim1 game
of the year, shut out C3, 19-0.
QB Larry Maher * h m two
TI? passes: a 35 yarder to aMcCarthy and a 20 yarder to
Bucher. Tom Mullaney scored
the other GI touchdown as he
returned a C3 pass all the way.
Len ( C l m a n ) Amato led the
taut defense vocally and physically, as he milled €3 quarterback Jim Reagan five h s .

Continued from Parre 12

L2N pass and racing for the
tally. The RG defense, however, led the way coming
through with nine interceptions.
O'Keefe led the defensive unit
with three steals while Skierski
and Leach each added two interceptions.
I6eP.r~2 Brilliant

R

With the cold driving everyone else inside, a red hot Regls
2 defense showed Campion 2
what to expect in the play-offs
as they manhandled the flaunted
C2offense.
Campion 2 penetrated only
once into R2's territory in the
first half. The game's lone score
came on a pass from Qufnlan
to Kevin Kameron, who eluded
_his lone defender and raced
into the end zone. A late C2
scoring bid (4 completions in
R2 territory) collapsed with 3
minutes to go in the game
C2 was driven out of scoring
range by the tough R2 defense.
This loss not only ruined C2's
perfect season but also shadowed their chances in the playoffs.

-

i.

-

PKT Surprising Spsften,

Thursday's lone game also
a major upset as PKT
fraternity upset second place
contender Campion 3, and
ruined their chances for a playoff spot. In a scmel~ssfirst half
C3 twice came close to PI(Z*s
goal line but the defense tightened and prevented a score as
Mike Maglione and Greg Staley
led the defensive unit. QB M&glione completed PKTs most exciting play of the year for the
victory, a sixty yard w s play
to Mike Micelle.
Regis $ M a r s to PlsbyoffI
On the last day of the regular season, R3 ran their unbeaten streak to 5 games and
completed a thoroughly suec?e%

Limfted mpp19 of Vllbmon sale -9
from 1-4 p.m. fn gyrn boxofKcet

Ak'e&y sold out In Phila-

I
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By ROBERT 8ILLERP

For the soccer team, the season's finale, frustrating deadlock with Manhattan in a
bleak, chilling rainfall,, seemed
to symbolize the misforZunes
and disapointments which have
plagued the boaters this fall.
However, as has been the case
all year, the play of Co-Captain
Ben HI11 presented at least one
bright spot in the squad's perf ormanee.
Ben has been a four year
standout for the booters at his
center half slot. Fulfilling the
dutfes of his position to perfection, Ben utilizes his astute
btzllhandling ability to keep the
ball moving toward the f o b
ward line and in general tltrol the middle of the field for
the Stags.
A m d W %a teamnmte Jack
Gamy, "Bea Is one of the fin&
plsygw w e e Bver W st FairSteting that he's never
seen a player put out aw much
anr Hfll, Caeey p
o
w ouf, that
Ben b a leader in the true
sgnse, &% " a r in
le."

l3en is one of the few athletes a t FalFBeld who is involved in a spart throughout
the whok year, During the
winter, Ben pushes a puck instead of a soccer ball, as he is
the start in^ e n t e r and one of
the l e a d i scorers for the
BanIBn
hockey tern, This club is an
infant organwtia at Falrfieldp singles and doubles player on eates so much time to sports.
team,
but Hill belic?ves that it stands the povverful
Ben replled that he -loves to
an
Of briWw which is casting envious eyes
kep ac,vez
,.I
a
level mtle9iab brand of b w a ~
the Rider cup, ~ y ~ l h l
hockey to StzqgIimd.
of eastern callegiate sup~ema- s t d to Be in the bleachers
watching a game when I know
Hill takes no vacation in the C3'.
sprfng, and k an instrumental
iDn being asked why he dedi- I
be playing-''
Fiercely cmpetitive during
a game. Hill is a relaxed,
hapm-m-luclw wrmnality in
his infrequent leisure W e . Rebogged down the Stag dense, s l m g in Greenwich, e m - ,
~onthued
Page 1%
and eontrfbuted to the loss. The Hill received his sports backthe clock, and presented the
h,iFfield seconds with their demise gave the Fairfield thirds ground p m a soccer, hockey
fifth straight victory, and a a recard cA 2 PKins and 2 de- and t e e at Wotchkbs School.
final mason's record of 5-24) feats with 28 point$ to their A language m m , Ben conwith 76 points for and a mere credit and 19 points mht tmplates an ayeme=
j&
19 paints against.
fos the s e m m
after abtaining hls degree.

Rugby CYsNipped, 6-0

mShatOlat

The only FaMeld setback
of the day was the C! 10%~to
b t o n in a dose 6-0 mateh.
Once again the C @-boys could
not play a team game, and the
mstoa squad took full advantage of the 'pup' backfield's
mistakes to set up their Wi@.
The scrum, however, played
excellent ball, and the mammouth front line of 'Mondo"
Flanagan, Bffl Schmeising, and
Bob Mareavage was Pdrly s u e
cesful
pushing the 'Boston
scru?n ~ u R 6

I GREEN COMET I
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A
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'70PS IN TOWN"

I

1

Kings Highway, Rb. I A
Exit 24 Connsdicu+Turnpike

90 Kings Highway Cutoff

-

FaMeld, Grin.
A CONVENIENT STOP

368-347 1
?,

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

FOR YOUR FRIENDS

+

Take

Connecticut Thruway
btifr 23 or 24

I
.

AND RELATIVES
Just 5 Minutss from Campus

-

The C wlng-fmards, Bruce
Klastow am3 'Enute' Seine,
kept the C team in contentim
throughout the contest, and the
fine playing of scrum-half
Bobby L m , who had also
just played in the B game, and
Av-hdf
Connew kept the
CTs in cantention.
After the mston scores, a
good run by Tam Gerto put the
ball deep in Boston territory
but the Bay State team pushed
the little Red back. Tall BobW
Godfrey once again played excellently in the line-outs, but
the driving rainstom and wind
. . .I-

On All Lee h e n s
PANTS and JEANS
-

-

- WlTW

THIS COUPON-

---

Geed For $1.00 Off of One Pair or Lee Leens

DEPARTMENT STORE
2033 Bk& Rock Tunpike, Fairfield

Telephone 3845894 CNB CHARGE

r I

Basketball

I

Varsity and Frosh

Vg.

Canisius
Saturday Night

Stonehill

- Buffalo 1I 1

Tuesday

- Home
-

T H E
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Rugby A's Shatter M.I.T.

Tom Iirenn leaps to snag a lineout in B's shutout win.

Face Beach,C-2
By MATTHEW BEHM
Regis 3 and Gonzaga 1
clinched second place in their
respective leagues during the
last week of regularly scheduled games in the intramural
football league.
With second place in both
leagues in doubt until the final
two days of action, Regis 3
squeezed in with a forfeit win
and a decisive victory over
their chief competitors from
Gonzaga 3. Gonzaga 1 backed
into second place as PKT de3, the lone
feated Campion
team having a chance to beat

GI. Later, GI dismissed all
doubt with a 19-0 rout over
Campion 3.
In the semi-finals of the playoffs Fairfield Beach will oppose
Regis 3, and Campion 2 will
face Gonzaga 1.
Week Of Upsets
Three major upsets stood
out among last week's contests,
with Regis 2 dumping previously unbeaten C2, 6-0, PKT winning over C3 for their first victory of the year, and in the last
game of the regular season,
R3 edging a stacked G3 team
for the second play-off position

Student Government
Supports Club Teams
By BILL POW
This year the Student Government has continued its support of athletic clubs on campus. Meeting financial difficulties and needs, the Government
has appropriated a total of $750
to student run sports.
This year's grants are made
from an available sum of $1,700
supplied to the Student Government by the administration for
support of all campus activities.
The policy behind the Student
Government subsidization to
athletic clubs is based on their
contribution to the student
body and to those actually participating in the given sport,
as well as to financial dependence.

Keeping to this standard, the
Government was relieved of the
necessity to appripriate funds
to the financially independent
Football Club. However, the
Rugby Club and the young
Hockey Club were given $300
and $250 respectively by the
Student Government for the
1967-68 season.
The cheerleaders, having obtained $50 last year, were able
to net a grant of $200 this season, receiving the donation over
veto.
Varsity teams, regardless of
their need for funds, are indigible for Student Government appropriations as they
are supported solely by the
Athletic Association.

By STEVE RYAN
The Fairfield RFC won its
third game in a row on Corbett Field Saturday, as they
whipped M.I.T. 6-3. However,
the close score was not a real
indication of the tone of the
game as Fairfield was in control throughout the match, but
costly knock-ons and some bad
passes cost the Big Red dearly
and kept the contest close.
' Fairfield
got its first score
midway through the first half
as Joe 'Snagglepus' Sindt
scooped up Johnny Langon's
perfect lateral, and threw some
of his patented fakes as he
dodged into the end-zone for
three points. The Fainfield
fifteen almost scored imrnediately following that, but an
M.I.T. back kept Doug Ferraro out of the end-zone until
help could be gotten from the
Tech scrum stopping that Red

threat. The half ended on a
sour note for the home team,
however,, as the fly-boys made
a picture-play movement from
Maher to Fox to Langon and
out to Ryan for a score, but
only to have it called back for
an alleged forward pass.
Sindt Score Again
Tech got a little more solid
in the final stanza, and managed to tie the game as they
took advantage of the Red's
timidness in falling on a loose
ball, and drove in for a score.
But, once again, Langon hit
Sindt with an excellent lateral,
and the Stags' went to the
outside for the final score of
the match.
B's Win 5th Straight
In the B game, which the
B's won 5-0 against the Boston
RFC, the hard pursuit of the
scrum led by Tom Krenn and
P.T. Salomone, and a few
'Cold Turkey' hits by Bob
Jurcsh, amounted to one of the
f 1 n e s t a n d most-spirited

with the result that the first
half was a scoreless deadlock.
Boston, however, could not get
the ball out to their backfield,
as the fine hits by Kurt Schlicting, Nip Kanvan and Paul McGrath on the opposition scrumhalf and stand-off rendered it
impossible for a good Boston
backfield movement.
The game remained scoreless
for the first part of the last
period, although it was becoming apparent that Fairfield
was starting to tire the Bostonians with their fierce game.
Finally, the crowd went wild as
Billy Freese went past his man
and found Mark Feeley on his
outside with a nice pass.
Feeley proceded to draw the
Boston wing on himself, and
hit 'Wiley Jack' Higgins with
a fine lateral, and the Fainfield
wing went across the goal unopposed. Bob Jurcsh sucessfully
converted to make the score
5-0.
The Bostonians battled back

Crown
in League B.
On Tuesday, November 14,
all games followed suit with
three predicted victories. R4
led off the action with a 1 5 0
cloblbering of Loyola 2 South.
QB Pat McCarthy hurled two
touchdown passes, one to Greg
Kelly and another, a twenty
yard paydirt pass to Dan Brannegan. The final two R4 points
came on a horrendous safety
call against L2S after an interception.
G3 edged a tough Regis
Ground team 12-7 with the
game tense right up to the end.
The contest, marred by eight
interceptions, looked like an
easy G3 win as they scored
early twice. Jerry Blouin scored the first Raider TD on a
10 yard end sweep. A few minutes later, the Raiders scored
on a broken play with two familiar faces, Bullet Devanney
and Howie Emond, combining
for the pass play score. RG
came back strong in the second
half as QB John Keselica ran
a 6 pointer over from the four
yard line and completed the
conversion to Rip O'Keefe.
Regis G kept the pressure on
but could not score again as
the clock ran out.
I n Wednesday's bitter cold,
RG t r o u n c e d L2N, 21-0,
and R2 pulled the biggest upset
of the year in shutting out
Campion 2, 6-0.
I n RG's win QB Keselica
handled the freshmen, throwing TD passes to O'Keefe and
Adrian ('"Ain't No Way") Wisnieski and he added the third
score himself by intercepting a
Continued on Page 11

Tim Hill in a battle of finesse during soggy soccer match.

Stags Tie Manhattan
In Shortened Contest
By DAVID CAISSE
Fairfield scored early and
then hung on to tie Manhattan 1-1 in a muddy soccer
match that was cut short by a
steady downpour.
Casey Saves The Day
The officials were forced to
halt the game during the fourth
period after further action became impossible. Before the
rains came in the first period,
Fairfield scored early on a goal
by Jack Casey. Casey headed
the ball in the direction of the
goal where it hit a Manhattan
defender and ricocheted in for
the score.

Late in the same period
Cauhalaro of Manhattan booted in a goal to tie the score. It
was a close contest the rest
of the way as the steady rain
seriously handicapped b o t h
teams.
Polumbo With Second Effort
Fullback T o n y Polumbo,
playing exceptional defense,
stimied
several
Manhattan
scoring thrusts despite missing
the second period due t o a
turned ankle.
The soccer team closed its

1967 Varisty season with an unanticipated 3-7-2 record,
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